Profile word meanings
(

1 ) Artistic - You can draw or act well

( 2 ) Stubborn - You stick with your opinions and argue if you think
you're correct even if there is a doubt.
( 3 ) Thrifty - You dislike spending money and you are a saver and not a
spender.
( 4 ) Calm - You seldom get excited about little things and you are cool
and collected in most situations.
( 5 ) Talkative - You like to talk and do most of the talking in a
conversation.
(

6 ) Competitive - You have to be the winner or #1 and you hate to lose.

( 7 ) Detailed - You look for things that are wrong or not quite right and
a crooked picture drives you crazy.
( 8 ) Contented - You are satisfied with your life and you're not trying
to change because you like the way things are.
( 9 ) Unpredictable - You seldom seem to do what others expect. You do what
you feel is right and you dislike routine.
( 10 ) Confident – You are sure of yourself, you know yourself and feel good
about yourself
( 11 ) Listener - You really listen when others talk and analyze their
words seldom interrupting.
( 12 ) Worrier - You seem to be worrying about something all the time. You
feel the worst may happen.
( 13 ) Life of the party - You are the one to liven up dead dull office
parties and you love to have fun.
( 14 ) Independent - You do most things on your own and seldom ask for
advice or direction.
( 15 ) Perfectionist - Everything has to be in place and you review all
details before making a move or decision.

( 16 ) Patient - You take your time and don't like to rush. You seldom
lose your temper and will stick with a project.
( 17 ) Trusting - You think most people are on the up and up and you
believe them.
( 18 ) Decisive - You can make a quick decision and you make most
decisions on your own.
( 19 ) Persistent - You seldom give up. You will stay at something until it
is finished or over.
( 20 ) Compassionate - You feel for others and want to help. You hurt too
when anyone is in grief or is suffering.
( 21 ) Persuasive - You can talk most people in doing anything. You can
make others see your way or point of view.
( 22 ) Motivator - You excite people. You can make others want to be
better or achieve a goal.
( 23 ) Analytical - You like to know what makes things tick. You question
others and never take things at face value. You may be good at numbers or
solving problems or both.
(

24 ) Quiet - You seldom talk unless you have something to say.

( 25 ) Makes friends - You have many friends and love to make new ones.
You feel having a lot of friends is important.
( 26 ) Self Reliant - You depend on no one. You like to do things on your
own.
( 27 ) Serious - You take things to heart. You seldom make jokes and feel
people that do are acting foolish.
( 28 ) Consistent - People can set their watch by you. You like routine
and try to do the same things in the same way everyday. You dislike when
things get out of order.
( 29 ) Spontaneous - You will change your mind and do something on the
spur of the moment. You are impulsive.
( 30 ) Demanding - You want things done right and done your way. You
expect others to listen to you and do as you say.
( 31 ) Creative - You love to build, design or invent new things. You see
something and know you could make it even better.

( 32 ) Shy - You don't like to be around people. Others make you nervous
or frighten you.
( 33 ) Excitable - You become emotional (very happy or sad) at the
smallest things. You may lose your temper or jump up and down with joy.
( 34 ) Strong willed - Once you make up your mind, others have a hard time
changing it.
( 35 ) Sensitive - You are aware of other peoples feelings and actions.
You can always read the other person and know what they are thinking or
feeling.
( 36 ) Tolerant - You will put up with most anything. Others that are rude
or do stupid things do not bother you or you don't let it show.
( 37 ) Sociable - You love to be around others. You need social
activities and like parties and social gatherings.
( 38 ) Aggressive - You go after something you want. You make your own way
and won't let anything get in the way.
( 39 ) Logical - You think in steps analyzing each step until you have
reached an answer or conclusion.
( 40 ) Even Tempered - You seldom get mad or lose your cool. You seldom
yell or loudly argue.
( 41 ) Attention getter - You want others to notice you. You like to be
the center of attention.
( 42 ) Organizes Well - You need to know what will happen, when it will
happen and where it will happen. You must know where everything is at all
times.
( 43 ) Neat & tidy - You like things to be in there place and dislike a mess.
Your desk is not cluttered and your CD's are in alphabetical order.
( 44 ) Adaptable - You can adjust to most changes in the workplace and at
home. You can do one thing today one way and do it different tomorrow.
( 45 ) Fashionable - You like to follow the fashions and be perceived as
trendy.
( 46 ) Goal Setter - You set time frames for accomplishing a task or life
goal. You want a time table to measure you achievements.
( 47 ) Humble - You don't brag about yourself and will let someone else
take the credit if they helped you.

(

48 ) Witty - You have a good sense of humor and like to show it.

(

49 ) Volunteer - You will help others without being asked.

( 50 ) Workaholic - You are always working. You spend at least 75% of your
waking hours working.
( 51 ) Skeptical - You never take things at face value. You don't believe
most of what you hear.
( 52 ) Obedient - You take orders well even if you don't believe in them.
You feel you are being paid to do it so why argue.
( 53 ) Messy - You have a pile for everything. Bookshelves, file cabinets
and order are not your style.
( 54 ) Un-emotional - You seldom get emotional. People sometimes view you
as being cold or not caring.
( 55 ) Moody - You have emotional ups and downs. Others affect the way you
feel and you can't hide your feelings.
( 56 ) Compromising - You will listen to the other side of the
disagreement and find a happy medium. You will give as well as take.
( 57 ) Restless - You need to keep moving or doing something. You can't
seem to just sit there and do nothing.
( 58 ) A Leader - You seem to be the one everyone follows. You love to
give direction and take on a challenge.
( 59 ) Fussy - You have some solid ideas as to how things should be done
and want them done that way. You will not let something half done slip by.
( 60 ) Sarcastic - You like to insult others. It may be your sense of
humor or the way you deal with pressure or someone you don't like.

